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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT
The tise of Machinery for stoking fuel under boilers is quite old 
and there have been Many inventions in this direction.
In English practice the stoker used is principally one adapted 
to internally fired boilers, and for this reason those imported for 
use in this country have not met with success when applied to our 
externally fired boilers.
The most common form of English stoker embodies in some form or 
other a mechanism that pushes or throws the coal from the front of 
the boiler over the grate. The feeding is done from a hopper. 
Traveling chain grate or rocking or reciprocating parallel bars 
actuated by means of various devices carry the coal from the feeding 
mechanism at the front end to an ash chamber in the rear.
The earliest form of Mechanical stoker was probably the one 
patented in 1785 by James Watt. It was a simple device to push the 
coal after it was coked at the front end of the grate back towards 
the bridge. It was worked intermittently by levers and designed 
primarily to prevent smoke from soft coal. The next Mechanical 
stoker of which there is any record was invented by Wm. Prewton of 
Birmingham, England which he patented. June 29, 1819. It consisted 
of a circular grate revolving on a central vertical spindleand a 
hopper with a toothed roller so placed as to discharge the coal upon 
the slowly revolving grate.
In 1822 John Stanley invented a stoker consisting of a hopper 
on the front of the boiler with crushing rollers and rapidly revolv­
ing fans for distributing the coal over the grate. In 1843 
J. (?. Bodmer patented a stoker in which the coal was fed from a 
hopper on to a grate in which the fire bars moved slowly inward and 
on reaching the bridge was dropped in sections and returned to the 
front of the furnace by means of return screws. This device was too
complicated and liable to get ont of order to be practicable*
After 1840 many forms of stokers were patented in England but 
nearly all were modifications of the forms patented by Mr. John Jukes 
in 1841 and Mr* E. Henderson in 1843.
The Jukes stoker consisted of longitudinal fire bars connected 
by links so as to form an endless chain* The small coal was deliver­
ed from a, hopper on the front of the boiler onto the gra.te which 
slowly moving from front to rear gradually advanced the fuel into 
the furnace and discharged the ash and clinker at the back .
The Henderson stoker consists primarily of two horizontal fans 
revolving on vertical spindles which scatter the coal over the fire. 
The coal is supplied to these fens by a. toothed roller which crushes 
the coal and delivers it through an opening between the roller and a 
plate forming the front of the stoker hopper* The size of the 
opening is regulated by a sc rev? thereby controlling the feed to the 
furnace•
Although the English stokers were a great advancement over hand 
firing still from the stand-point of our present experience they 
show faults aside from their lack of adaptability to the types of 
boilers used mostly in this country.
Hirst the Mechanism is either too complicated or runs at too 
high a speed the latter of which can easily be seen to be objection­
able when the surrounding conditions are observed. In the type 
using shovels actuated by springs, the springs sooner or later lose 
their nicety of adjustment and the coal piles up in one place, again 
in this throwing action an effect similar to screening takes place 
and lumps fall in one place and dust in another and non-uniformity
of firing occurs. In the typo using fans or blowing devices the 
first is objectionable on account of the high speed necessary for
running and when blowing is used the fine coal is deposited farther 
than the lumps and also fills up the air passages, again much dust 
and ashes are blown into the tubes thus reducing the area, for gas 
passages and lowering the efficiency. The latter of course is
s
obviated in we,tor tube boilers.
Second, The grates are usually so placed as to be almost in­
accessible either for examining the conditions of the fire or 
shifting it or for renewing worn out parts when necessary. Being 
horizontal the fire cannot be stirred from beneath and the bars once 
in place the grate openings cannot be changed according as the coal
is coarse or fine nor can the air supply be varied to suit different
'grades of coal.
AEVA2TTA0ES & DIS AJ)VANT AGES OP MOPKRN STOKER
The recognised advantages of Mechanical stoking are:
(1) Adaptability to the burning of the cheapest grades of coal,
(2) A forty per cent saving of labor in plants or 500 or more horse 
power when provided with coal handling machinery,
(5) Economy in combustion with proper management,
(4) Constancy and uniformity of furnace conditions, the fires being 
clean at all times and responding to sudden demands made for power. 
This should result in prolonged life of boilers,
(5) Sraokelessness and the accompanying removal of smoke nuisance 
which is required in most cities.
The disadvantages are:
(1) High first cost varying from $25.00 to $40.00 per square foot of 
grate area,
(2) High cost of repairs per annum which with some stokers is as 
much as $5.00 per square foot.
(per.annum!
( In the three types tested for this thesis the cost is about.*5,0'0 1
(3) The dependence of the power plant upon the stokers engine workings
(4) Steam cost of running the stoker engine which is about l/5 of 
of the steam generated. This is about $50.00 a year on a ten
hour basis for 1000 horse power when fuel is $2.00 per ton,
(5) Skill required in operating the stoker • Careless management 
causes either loss of fuel in the ash or loss due to poor combustion 
when the coal is too soon burned out on the grate thus permitting 
cold air to freely pass through the ash,
(6) The stoker is a machine subject to severe service and like any 
other machine wears out and requires constant attention.
Mechanical stoking ha.s not achieved its best success with the 
hard varieties of anthracite coal with which the foreman*s labor is 
the least. With certain varieties of bituminous coals which cake
and melt it has "been found that their working is not satisfactory- 
in every case.
.It nfill he noticed in the drawings of the boilers and settings 
the practice of arranging the grates slanting. This is quite usual 
and is done in order that the under surf acem of the fire m y  come 
more normal to the incoming currants of air so as to invite them to 
pass equally through all parts of the fire rather than take the 
easiest course. In sectional boilers with inclined water tubes the 
inclined grate is of advantage in keeping the surface of the radiat­
ing fire nearly parallel to the absorbing surface of the tubes.
The inclined grate is also easier to clean by slicing."’fhe exhaust 
steam from the stoker engine performs a two-fold function.
First it keeps the grates cool and thereby lessons the expense 
otherwise incurred in this line and secondly the stemwjin passing 
through the incandescent body of coals, assists in disintegrating 
the fire and prevents the formation of clinkers, thus materially 
increasing the efficiency of the furnace.
DESCRIPTION OP THE THREE TYPES TESTED.
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The first distinctive American stoker was the one brought out 
by Thomas Murphy of Detroit, Mich, in 1878 and upon which he in after 
years made many improvements and in 1881 added an engine for running 
the mechanism.
The Murphy furnace is hoth self feeding and self cleaning and 
in this feature it is distinctive. The furnace is especially 
adapted to the use of small sized bituminous coal and slack which is 
put into the magazines at the side of the combustion chamber. At the 
bottom of each magazine is a casting, part of this is used as a 
coking plate, the inclined grates rest against it at their upper 
ends, on the central part of this plate is an inverted open box 
called the stoker box with a rack under each end, a shaft worked fro® 
the exterior has a pinion geared to ea.ch rack whereby the stoker box 
is moved slowly back and forth on the coking plate as rapidly or as 
slowly as may bo required by the rate of combustion. The stoker 
boxes through this motion pushes the coal from the edge of the coking 
plate onto the grates.
Immediately over the coking plate is the arch plate. Where the 
fire brick comes in conta.ct with the arch plate there are ribs an 
inch apart that form the skewback on which the arch rests, these 
spaces between the ribs are air ducts. Air is admitted, regulated 
by a register at the front, passes through flues up over the arch 
and there takes up heat from the front, arch,and arch plate, pa.sses 
down through the small openings in the arch plate, and supplies to 
the coking fuel the proper quantity of air and is at suitable tem­
perature to produce immediate complete combustion of all the volatile
gas. This is tho place at which smoke prevention and also some of 
the economy are secured.
The Murphy Furnace has sufficient coking capacity to feed
fifty pounds of coal per square foot of grate per hour and feed it 
slowly enough to give tine .for it to coke completely and delivers 
air in numerous jets so distributed as to most quickly ijerait. a 
mixing of the oxygen with the liberated gases and hot enough to 
instantly ignite them, thereby avoiding smoke. By the time the coal 
is fairly on tho grates the gaseous part, is consumed and what re­
mains is coke, which is not smoke producing. The coke gets its 
needed supply of air through the grates and is burned in the usual 
way. The grates being kept constantly in motion air passes between 
the barsand kee>)S then cool, and produces a. constant, clean fire, 
the incandescent coke as it b u m s  moves down toward the center of 
the furnace where the clinker breaker grinds the clinker and refuse 
and deposits such as pass through in the ash pit. It is this 
feature of the furnace that is most objectionable. When burning 
coal which clinkers badly the fire has to be cleaned, by slicing and 
breaking and large masses must be drawn out through the fire door 
thus allowing a lArge volume of cold air to pass into the combustion 
chamber and reduce its temperature. If a suitable drop grate could 
be substituted at the bottom of the grates and all refuse removed 
through it without having to keep the fire door open a considerable 
saving and an increase in efficiency could certainly be secured.
In 1885 tho Brightman Mechanical Stoker was patented by 
Mr. ,T. A. Brightman of Cleveland, Ohio and the same year the 
Roney Mechanical Stoker was developed. Just one hundred years after 
the first stoker was patented by Watt. The two stokers together 
with the Murphy previously described comprise the three types of 
Mechanical stokers invented and now in use in this country in a 
large number of plants and are the three types which are the basis
4
of this thesis.
The Brightnan stoker differs from the Murphy in having the 
coal 3iopper on the .front, of the boiler and. in the form of the grate* 
which inclines from the .inner edge of the coal hopper to the back 
part of the furnace at an angle of thirty eight degrees and are 
made with lateral projecting lugs which overlap each other. The 
object of this is to avoid all vertical openings preventing the fine 
fuel from falling through into the ash pit. These lateral over­
lapping lugs are at a sufficient vertical distance from each other to 
afford ample horizontal openings into the burning fuel, insuring a 
full supply of air for combustion and by keeping the grate bars 
comparatively cool preventing them from being warped and burned out.
The Brightnan stoker .is comparatively simple in construction 
but in the case tested the intensity of heat developed is not equal 
to that of the Murphy. This is due to the long fire brick arch over
the Murx>hy furnace. It is also due to this latter construction that
*
the Murphy is more nearly smokeless.
The next and last stoker to be discussed in this thesis is the 
Roney. This stoker is a simple, compact apparatus, which when 
attached to steon boilers receives the fuel in bulk and feed it 
continuously and at any desired rate to the furnace. The combustion 
is performed thoroughly and the ash and cinder d«i)Osited in 4 "ash 
pit ready for removal.
The fuel to be burned is dumped into a, hopper on the front of 
the boiler. Bet in the lower of the hopper is a "pusher" to
which is attached by a flexible connection the feed plate forming the 
bottom of the hopper. The "pusher" by a vibratory motion carrying 
with it the "f»ed plate" gradually forces the fuel over the dead 
plate and on the grate. The grate consists of horizontal flat 
surfaced bars reaching from side to side of the furnace, carried on
___s
inclined side,bearers extending from the throat of the hopper to 
the rear and bottom of the ash pit. The grate bars, therefore, in 
their normal condition form a series of steps to the top step of 
which coal is fed from the d«adplate. These steps a.t the inclination 
given would, however, prevent the free descent of the coal. But 
each bar rests in a concave seat in the bearer and is capable of a 
rocking motion through an adjustable angle. All the grate bars are 
coupled togetherby a "rocker bar", the notches of which engage with 
a lug on the lower rib of each grate bar, pin connections being made 
with two of the grate bars only, for the purpose of holding the 
"rocker bar" in position. A variable back and forth motion being 
given to the rocker bar through a connecting rod, the grate bars 
necessarily rock in unison, now forming a series of steps and now 
approximating to an inclined angle with the grates partly overlap- 
ling like the shingles on a roof.
This variable shutter like movement furnishes a single means 
of regulating tho quantity of air passing through the grate, accord­
ing to the amount of coal to be burned to supply the demand for 
steam. The depending webs of the grate bars are perforated with 
longitudinal slots, so placed that the condition of the fire can 
easily be seen at all times, and free access had to all parts of 
the grate to assist when necessary, the removal of clinker. It is 
here that the Roney stoker has advantage over the Murphy for the 
necessity of opening the fire door is avoided. These slots also 
serve an important purpose in furnishing an abundant supi>ly of air 
for combustion. The rocking of the bars prevents the coal from 
working down too rapidly and at the same time keep the fire broken 
admitting a free volume of air. This continuous rocking finally 
lands the cinder and ash on the "dumping grate" below.
3?or the pnrxjose of facilitating smokeless oombwstion of the 
coal provision is made for supplying heated air to the furnace.
When the stoker is erected an air space is left between the fire­
brick lining and the red brick wall of the furnace. Air is admitted 
to this space through openings in the stoker front,and,after being 
highly heated, is discharged into a. hollow brick chamber immediately 
over the throat of the hopper whence it issues through small per­
forations to mingle with the gas from the fresh fuel. A coking arch 
is sprung across the front of the furnace covering a part of the 
grate. This arch forms a reverberatory furnace whose action is to 
thoroughly coke the fresh fuel and release its gases before ignition. 
The portion of the furnace under the arch may be likened to a gas
producer from the throat of which issues a huge volume of heated gas 
already partially mingled with the heated air, to be quickly burned 
in the large combustion chamber by contact with the incandescent
body of coke on the lower portion of the grates. This action is very
/
similar to what takes place in the Murphy furnace.
The actuating mechanism of the stoker is simple: all motion
being taken from one shaft. The driving shaft extends across the 
battery and is geared to a snail oscillating engine. The driving 
shaft carries a disc and wrist pin from which a .link couples to the 
"agitator" through the eye of the "agitator" passes a stud screwed in 
to the "pusher" on which stud is a"feed wheel" by which the stroke
of the "pusher" and consequently the amount of the feed is regulated. 
The "agitator" having a fixed stroke it is apparent that if the 
feed wheel is run down against it in the lowest position the "pusher" 
will be given its full traverse and the greatest feed. If run back
to clear the travel of the "agitator", the "pusher" will of course
'
have no motion and the feed will stop. Between these extremes any
.
notion m y  be obtained* In like manner the rock of the grate bars 
can bo adjusted between any limiting angles* and over a range of 
motion from no movement to full throw by means of the "sheath nut" 
and "lock nuts" on the connecting rod. By these two adjustments 
the fire is completely controlled. There are two small poker doors 
on the front, one on each side of the hopper giving access to the
4
furnace above the grate when necessary*
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Details of Dumping G rate and Guard
The shaded outline shows position of guard when raised and dumping grate when dropped
Inclined Position Stepped Position
Details of P'eed and Grate Movement
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Babcock & Wilcox
The Roney Mechanical Stoker Applied to Horizontal W ater-tube Boilers
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Sectional Perspective of the Roney Mechanical Stoker
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Apparatus Used During Tests
In all the tests made the following apparatus was used.
A large calibrated tank having a quick closing valve at the 
bottom was placed above the auxiliary tank which held water after 
it was weighed. The calibrated tank holds exactly 700 pounds of 
water. The bottom tank is connected to the injector that feeds the 
boiler. All overflow from the injector is caught and weighed. 
Temperatures. _ _
The flue gas temperature is determined by a Schaffer and Buden- 
bcrg mercury Pyrometer. Each furance is puvided with an opening for 
the insertion of the stem of the Pyrometer.
•She temperature of feed water, boiler -room , and external air 
is determined from alii ordinary Eahreheit thermometer.
The weight ol ash and coal is found by weighing each load as 
it is placed on the floor.
The quality of the steals found by use of the stem?7calii>rimeter
When the .Horizontal Tubular Boiler was tested a separating 
Calorimeter was used. On the other tests a Peabody’s Throttling 
Calorimeter ?/as used.
The percent of moisture in coal was found by taking sample 
weighing 100 pounds and placing on top of boiler to dry. After 2 4 
hours it was weighed again and the percent of loss in weight found.
. Observations were made every fifteen minutes and the test con­
ducted and worked up according to the A.S.M.E. Standard.
PVs/fe-r //,a  6 / - j5  o r  /  n
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LABOR KFSqiJIRRD 70 OPERATR BACH 7YPJ3 TRBTfH)
In the operation of the three different types of stokers the 
amount of manual labor differs much*
On accotint of the different types of boilers and their differ­
ent capacities, the labor required is necessarily comparative and 
liable to error. Another factor entering into the case is the fact 
that the stoker force is compelled to attend to other duties than 
the attending to of one boiler and the difference in skill and manage 
ment of each individual.
The Brightnan Stoker which is applied to a "Robinson & Burr" 
Horizontal Fire Tube Boiler has a builder's rating of one hundred 
horse power and is set to blow off at seventy pounds pressure. This 
furnace needs a slight amount of attention. The greatest amount of 
physical energy is exerted in shaking the grates when the fires are 
not burning properly and the grates becoming loaded with clinkers.
The fire is easily cleaned and the back grate is easily lowered for 
the removal of large clinkers. It does not respond as rapidly to 
forcing as the Roney or Murphy but I attribute this to the boiler and 
not the furnace. All the parts are easily accessible and readily 
susceptible to renewal.
The Roney Stoker which is applied to the Battery of 220 H. P. 
Babcock ft Wilcox Water Tube Boilers of high pressure, the safety 
valves of which act at one hundred and twenty jmunds pressure, is the 
most accessible and easy to operate. This statement is readily 
borne out by tho occurrence of an accident during a trial.
On March 24, 1900 during a test, one lug of the dumping grate 
from one side of the furnace was burned off and the grate dropped 
allowing a largo portion of the fire to fall into the ash pit. This 
occurred shortly after twelve o'clock noon. When the accident 
occurred the steam pressure was at one hundred and fifteen pounds.
The stoking engine was immediately shut down and a means devised to 
raise the grate and .fix it in place. This was done by jacking up 
the grate with suitable bars and fire brick placed under it. To 
properly do this required twenty five minutes* The stoking engine 
was then started and in thirty minutes the pressure was only three 
pounds less than before the accident and the gross loss of pressure 
accuring while making the temporary repairs was fourteen pounds. As 
is shown by the foregoing figures with a large loss of incandescent 
fuel and a stop of the stoking engine only fourteen pounds pressure 
was lost and in thirty minutes virtually the initial pressure re­
stored. The labor required to shake grates is slight also the 
energy for removing large clinkers and dropping the dumping grate.
The Murphy Automatic Smokeless Furnace is installed under a 
National Water Tube Boiler with a builder*s rating of two hundred 
and fifty horse power and set to blow off at one hundred and twenty 
pounds pressure.
This furnace requires the greatest amount of physical exertion. 
From the nature of the construction very long heavy firing imple­
ments are used, the fires have to be occasionally worked over with 
these and one mar? has as much to handle as is proper in the manipula­
tion of these accessories. The removal of large clinkers is also an 
item of considerable note, they must be broken up with a slicing bar 
and drawn out through the fire door and with the intensity of heat 
which issues therefrom this is exceedingly trying.
The shaking of the grates is accomplished with about as much 
effort in this case as in the others.
Th^ furnace does not respond to forcing as readily as the
Roney and a thin fire is necessary for high evaporation and this
/
necessarily means close attention.
In conclusion! I would say that for general adaptability the 
Roney stoker ranks first, the Brightnan second and the Murphy third. 
Xt is safe to say that Mechanical stoking reduces the labor
one half and in large plants equipped with coal and ash handling
/
machinery one quarter of that of hand firing.
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
The first test was run on the "Robinson & Burr" Horizontal 
Tubular Boiler and designated as Boiler Number I. It is rated at 
one hundred horse power and has its safety valve set at seventy 
pounds. The arrangement of the furnace and the setting of the 
boiler is shown in drawing Number I,
All tests were run with a two fold object in view, First to 
make comparison of the stoker and second to secure a. standard 
boiler trial. The trials were made and the results worked up accord­
ing to the last standard adopted by the American Society of Mechani­
cal Engineers. It was the desire to secure as much as possible the 
same conditions in each trial in such items as coal, draft, and 
amount of forcing of the respective boilers under consideration.
Test Ho. I
This test was run on Feb. 10, 1900 and ran for eight hours, 
the tost starting at 8 A. M. and ending at 4 P. M.
Coal-
Odin Slack was fired, containing 7$ moisture.
Evaporative perfomance_.
The equivalent eva.pora.tion from and at two hundred and twelve
/
degrees Fahr. per pound of coal was 5.2? pounds.
The horse power developed on an assumption of 34.5 pounds of 
water from and at two hundred and twelve degrees Fahr. per horse 
power was 99.8, This is.B of a horse power below the builder’s 
rating.
Existing conditions
The condition of temperature of feed water, boiler room,exter­
nal air, variation of pressure, total coal ash and water a.re readily 
seen from the graphical log.
Test Humber 2 .
The .second test was run on a National Water Tube Boiler rated 
at two hundred and forty horse powerand provided with a Murphy Auto­
matic Furnace. This boiler has its safety valve set at one hundred 
and tv;only pounds.
Duration and time of test.
The test began at 8 A. M. on Feb. 23, 1900 and ran eight hours, 
ending at 4 P. M.
Coal
*
Odin Slack was fired containing moisture.
Evaporative performance.
The equivalent evaporation from and at two hundred and twelve
* / ,
degrees Pahr. por pound of coal was 5.92 pounds.
The horse power developed was 2*3.5 on an assumption of 34.5 
pounds of water from and at two hundred and twelve degrees Pahr. The 
per cent above rating is,as shown by these figures, 13.9 f,.
Prom  comparison with other tests made on this boiler and furnace, the 
evaporative performance seems to indicate this as a high water mark. 
Tests made by Messrs. Bradley & Hubbard show in one trial as high as
i
six pounds of water per pound of dry coal.
Existing conditions.
The graphical log shows clearly the working conditions, total 
coal, ash, water and ect.
4Test jfamber 3.
Test number 3 was run on boiler designated in boiler room as boi­
ler number 3 and commercially known as the Babcock <fc Wilcox Water 
Tube Boiler. The boiler is provided with a Roney Stoker and has a 
builder’s rating of two hundred and twenty horse power. The safety 
valve is set at one hundred and twenty pounds.
Duration of test.
The test was run on Peb. 24, 1900 and started at 8 A. M. and 
ended at 4 P. M.
Goal.
Odin slack was fired c^rtelning 2 moisture.
Evaporative Performance.
The equivalent evaporation from and at two hundred and twelve 
degrees Pahr. per pound of dry coal was 6.8 pounds. This high 
equivalent evaporation was the best secured in the series of trials 
and is quite a paradox when the high horse power developed is con­
sidered. The horse power developed at 84.5 pounds of water from and 
at two hundred and twelve degrees Pahr. was 359 or 63.T above 
rating. It was a noticeable feature during the trial the exceeding 
incandescence of the fire and the clean levers of the same. The 
flue gas temperature was also high, the highest being eight hundred 
and the lowest six hundred and sixty.
Tost No. 4 was run on a similar boiler to No. 3 and was run on 
March 3, 1900. The test started at 8 A. M. and ended at 4 P. M. 
running eight hours.
Goal,
Sangamon 'Pea was fired containing 2# moisture.
Evaporative Performance.
The equivalent evaporation from and at two hundred and twelve
degrees Fahr. per pound of dry coal was 6,8.
The horse power developed was two hundred and ninety two or 
32.7 f}above builder's rating.
Test ITo_._ 6,
Test Number 6 was run on March ?-4j 1900 running eight consecti- 
tive hours from rr.30 A. M. to 4.30 P. M,
4
Evaporative Performance.
The equivalent evaporation per pound of dry coal was 6.46 and 
the horse power developed was three hundred and fifty four.
Goal, *
Sangamon Poa was fired and was very poor coal for that grading. 
Test Ho. 5._
Test number 5 was run on boiler number 2, commercially known as 
the National Water Tube Boiler and is the same boiler as test No. 2 
was run on.
.Duration of test.
The test was run March 17, 1900 and ran eight hours from 
8 A. H. to 4 P. M.
Coal.
Sangamon Mine Run was fired.
Evaporative jierf onnance •
The equivalent evaporation from and at two hundred and twelve 
degrees Pahr. was 5.9.3. The horse power developed assuming 34.5 
pounds of water from and at two hundred and twelve degrees Pahr. was 
two hundred and thirty five.
Teat Number 7 .
This test was made on one of the Babaock and Wilcox Boilers 
The firing was superintended hy West<**7jr House, Church Kerr Co's ex­
pert men (fire)
This is the same boiler as tests 3. was run on.
Duration of Test.
The test was run May 19,1899 and started at 8:30 A.M. and 
ended at 4:30 P.M.
Coal.
Saginaw Valley was fired containing eight pec cent moifcture. 
Evaporative Performance.
The equivalent evaporation from and at 212 degrees Pahr.
per pound of dry coal was 6.6 pounds.
The horse power developed at 34.5 pounds of water from and
at212 degrees Pahr. was 294.6
Test number 8.___
Test number 8 was run on both Babcock and Wilcox Boiler 
assisted by the same force as in test 7.
Duration o_f_ Test.
The test was run on May 20,1899 and started at 9:15 A.M. and
*
ended at 5jl5 P.M.
Coal
.Saginaw Valley was fired containing 2.75 %  moisture.
Evaporative Performance.
The equivalent evaporation from and at 212 degrees Pahr. was 
6:8. The horse power developed at 34,5 pounds of water from 
and at 212 degrees Pahr. was 541.
EUGENE DIETZGEN CO., CHICAGO
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EVAPORATIVE PERFORMANCE.
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DIMENSIONS AND PROPORTIONS.
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Factor of evaporation.
WATER.
Water actually evaporated, corrected for quality of steam, pounds.
Equivalent water from and at 212 degrees Fah., per hour, pounds. 
EVAPORATIVE PERFORMANCE.
Water actually evaporated, per pound of dry coal, pounds.
Equivalent waterfront and at 212 deg. F., per pound of dry coal, pound*.
Water actually evaporated per pound of combustible, pounds.
Equivalent water from and at 212 deg. F.,per pound of combustible,pound: 
EFFICIENCIES OF BOILER.
Based upon dry coal, (=item 532-item 45 or item 532- ltem 47), per cent. 
Based upon combustible, (=4tem 542-item 46 or item 542-item 48), per cent. 
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77. Cost of coal per 2000 pounds at boilers, dollars.
78. Equivalent water evaporated from and at 212 deg. F.,per $1 .pounds.
Cost of dry rating one H. P. for ten hours, dollars. 
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